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Figure 1.1: Center of Mass module: This module implements the center of mass estimation for
the lower body of the robot, and computes the Capture point (CP) Wζ.

The Center of Mass module (CoMM) estimates the state of the Center of Mass (CoM) of the
lower body of the robot using a model-based estimator, e.g. Kalman Filter [2]. This estimator
uses as an input the Cartesian position and velocity of the CoM obtained from the joint sates
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and the dynamic library (KDL/RBDL/KINDR), fused with the information from an IMU. The
OpenWalker framework employs two CoMMs, one for computing the CoM of the real robot,
and one for the commanded robot. The joint states of both robots can differ depending on the
conditions of the environment.

The second task of this module is the real-time computation of the Divergent Compo-
nent of Motion (DCM), also known as Capture Point (CP)[3]. The DCM is a major concept that
has been applied to walking and running pattern generation. This CP most be computed for
both the real and the commanded robot models. The CoM calculation of the real robot uses
the Homogeneous transformation of the CoM w.r.t the world coordinate frame (wcf), M

WT, the
Cartesian velocity of the CoM, WẋM, and the IMU information1. Correspondingly, the CoM of

the commanded robot uses the commanded CoM position and velocity, Mc
W T and WẋMc

, respec-
tively. The OpenWalker framework uses the real and commanded CoM state in the Balancer
(BM) to produce adequate hip offsets to keep the balance of the robot.

Since the rigid multi body system (MBS) of the robot is the same for the real and the com-
manded robot the OpenWalker framework needs to realize only one CoMM, which is then im-
plemented and connected to the real Cartesian state, and to the commanded Cartesian state.

2 Module Connections

2.1 Inputs

Symbol Name Type Description

M
WT ∈R4×4 Real Robot CoM Pose HomogeneousTransformation This matrix represents the pose of the real CoM with re-

spect to the world coordinate frame (wcf).

WẋM ∈R6 Real Robot CoM Velocities CartesianVelocity This vector contains the real CoM velocities of the robot.

IMU ∈R10 IMU information ImuSensor This vector contains the IMU sensor information which
includes Cartesian acceleration, angular position (in
Quaternions), and angular velocity of the hip/torso.

Mc
W T ∈R4×4 Commanded Robot CoM Pose HomogeneousTransformation This matrix represents the pose of the commanded CoM

with respect to the world coordinate frame (wcf).

WẋMc
∈R6 Commanded Robot CoM Velocities CartesianVelocity This vector contains the commanded CoM velocities of

the robot.

IMU ∈R10 IMU information ImuSensor This vector contains the IMU sensor information which
includes Cartesian acceleration, angular position (in
Quaternions), and angular velocity of the hip/torso.

2.2 Outputs

CoM of the Real Robot

Symbol Name Type Description

WXM,f ∈R6 Real robot filtered CoM pose CartesianPosition This vector represents the filtered pose (position and orientation)
of the real CoM.

WẊM,f ∈R6 Real robot filtered CoM velocity CartesianVelocity This vector represents the filtered Cartesian velocity (linear and
angular) of the real CoM.

Wζ ∈R3 Real robot 3D Capture Point DivergentComponentOfMotion This vector represents the DCM position of the real robot.

Wζ̇ ∈R3 Real robot 3D Capture Point velocity DivergentComponentOfMotionP This vector represents the DCM velocity of the real robot.

1Usually the IMU sensor is located either in the hip or the torso of the robot.
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CoM of the Commanded Robot

Symbol Name Type Description

WXMc, f ∈R6 Commanded Robot filtered CoM pose CartesianPosition This vector represents the filtered pose (position and orientation)
of the commanded CoM.

WẊMc, f ∈R6 Commanded Robot filtered CoM ve-
locity

CartesianVelocity This vector represents the filtered Cartesian velocity (linear and
angular) of the commanded CoM.

Wζc ∈R3 Commanded robot 3D Capture Point DivergentComponentOfMotion This vector represents the DCM position of the commanded robot.

Wζ̇c ∈R3 Commanded robot 3D Capture Point
velocity

DivergentComponentOfMotionP This vector represents the DCM velocity of the commanded robot.

2.3 Inter-Connections

The inputs of the CoMM are connected to the outputs of the Forward Kinematic Model
(FKM) which provides the pose and velocity of the CoM of the real and commanded robot. The
CoMM input also is connected to the Real Robot Module (RRM) which provides a hardware in-
terface for the IMU sensor. The outputs of CoMM (real and commanded) are directly connected
to the Balancer module (BM).

2.4 Common Methods

The two main tasks of this module is the CoM state estimation and the computation of the
DCM.

2.4.1 CoM Estimation

The general description of the state estimation is defined by [2]. This can be summarized
as: Prediction of the state estimate:

X̂k|k−1 = Fk X̂k|k−1 + Bk uk (2.1)

Prediction of the estimate covariance:

Pk|k−1 = Fk Pk−1|k−1 F>
k + Qk (2.2)

Innovation of the residual:
ỹk = zk − Hkx̂k|k−1 (2.3)

Innovation of the covariance:
Sk = Hk Pk|k−1 H>

k + Rk (2.4)

Optimal Kalman gain:
Kk = Pk|k−1 H>

k S−1
k (2.5)

update the state estimate
x̂k|k = x̂k|k−1 +Kk ỹk (2.6)

update of covariance:
Pk|k = (I−Kk Hk) Pk|k−1 (2.7)

with the updated residual as:
ỹk|k = zk −Hk x̂k|k (2.8)
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2.4.2 DCM

The CP is a characteristic point of the linear inverted pendulum model. It was designed
to address a question of push recovery: where should the robot step (instantaneously) to elim-
inate linear momentum mṗG and come (asymptotically) to a stop (See Fig. 1.1)? The general
equation to compute the DCM is given by:

Wζ = WxM −b WẋM (2.9)

where Wζ = W

[
ζx, ζy, ζz

]>
is the DCM, WxM = W

[
x, y, z

]> and WẋM = W
[
ẋ, ẏ , ż

]> are the CoM

position and velocity and b > 0 is the time-constant of the DCM dynamics [3].
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